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MOUNTAIN EDGE NURSERY 

 
” Hot Specialty Items for Pre-Order Spring                    

2020” 

 

Below we have compiled a few of our favorite 

items that we have available for 

pre-order for spring 2020, including pictures, 

descriptions and plant specifications. 

This is only a small portion of some of the 

close to 1000 amazing, rare, and unique 

items we have available for pre order for 

spring 2020, so please makes sure to scroll our 

full specialty item pre order list for spring                                                                                        

2020! 
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Vanilla Strawberry Hydrangea Tree #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft /Zone 3/Full sun-Pt Shade  

Vanilla Strawberry Hydrangea Tree is an award-winning Hydrangea variety trained 

into a unique tree-like shape (tree form). Plant an ornamental tree by your home's  
entrance or place a few in patio pots for an enchanting presentation near your pool or  
backyard grill. Make sure the vanilla strawberry hydrangea tree is front-and-center, as 

you won't want to miss a moment of the spectacular display. A Vanilla Strawberry  
Hydrangea is the type of plant that causes passers-by to catch their breath, and when 

in tree form. . .well, it's simply astounding! The huge clusters of ornamental tree 

flowers begin as a creamy white, transitioning to a beautiful soft pink, and then a 

ravishing strawberry red in late summer/fall.    
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Phantom Hydrangea Tree #10 $150                   

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp:5ft/Zone 3/Full Sun-Pt Shade  

If you are looking for huge Hydrangea blooms, there is nothing that 

holds a candle to 'Phantom' with mammoth flower cones that can be 

up to 15" tall!! You may rub your eyes when you first see the size of 

these early to mid-August flowers, but you can believe it and rest  

assured that the thick, heavy duty stems that hold them aloft are up 

to the task of keeping them upright and not floppy, unlike many  

other paniculata varieties. 'Phantom's' flowers last well into the fall 

taking on a pink shade as they age, and they dry well for use in 

arrangements for inside.  
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Limelight Hydrangea Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp:5ft/Zone 3/Full sun/Pt Shade  

This unique panicle hydrangea revolutionized landscaping across  

North America. Now in tree form, presenting eye level, huge, 

football-shaped flowers that open in an elegant celadon green that 

looks fresh and clean in summer's heat. The blooms age to an array 

of pink, red, and burgundy which persists through frost for months of 

irresistible flowers.   
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Pinky Winky Hydrangea Tree #05 $120    

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp:5ft/Zone 3/Full sun-Pt Shade  

The new Pinky Winky® Hydrangea tree is exactly what you have 

been looking for! Similar to the Vanilla Strawberry® hydrangea the 

Pinky Winky® has huge pink and white cone blooms. Those amazing 

flowers on a hardy hydrangea and in tree form!! What more could  

you want?! We really don't know because WE ARE IN LOVE! Large 

bloom clusters emerge pure white in summer and deepen to rosy 

pink while the top remains white.   
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Prolific Chinese Wisteria Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 15 ft Sp: 6ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  
 A Tree Wisteria is a treasure, and the "Prolific" Chinese Tree  

Wisteria with its lavender purple flowers in spring and repeating in 

summer is particularly stunning! The racemes are among the longest 

in the genus, sometimes reaching 30cm long. The spectacular beauty 

and astonishing vigor of Wisteria are best employed by growing it in 

the form of these modestly sized trees reaching 12-20ft tall. Long  

racemes of flowers drape down from the deep green heads of foliage 

shaped by pruning, to your desired size, and the blooms shift gently 

with every breeze.   
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Pink Ice Japanese Wisteria Tree #10 $150     

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp:6ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  
Like pink-champagne bubbling over! are the long, 13-16" pendulous soft-

pink flowers of this amazing specimen of tree form wisteria.  

Their lovely sweet scent will welcome you in spring. This somewhat 

less vigorous and oh so-pretty tree wisteria is perfect for smaller 

gardens. Bronzy spring growth becomes emerald-green in summer 

and lemon yellow in fall.  
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Alba Japanese Wisteria Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  

Pure white racemes are, as the name suggests, among the longest in 

the genus, sometimes reaching 24″ long. Long racemes of flowers  

drape down from the deep green heads of foliage shaped by pruning,  

to your desired size, and the blooms shift gently with every breeze.  

Combine that, with the chandelier like effect created, when the 

bright sun lights up and shines through the cottony white flowers,  

and you have a tree that will definitely stand out in the landscape!  
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Blue Moon Wisteria Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: 6ft/Zone 3/Full Sun  

Kentucky wisteria bears unscented bluish-purple flowers after 

growing only two to three years, making it the quickest wisteria to 

bloom. 'Blue Moon' is an extra-hardy cultivar of native Kentucky 

wisteria, with showy, silvery-blue clusters. It blooms in late spring 

or early summer.  
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Trumpeter Rose Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 7ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  
Trumpeter Rose tree features abundant clusters of showy, lightly 

scented, fully double, scarlet flowers with gold eyes, at the ends of 

the branches. A Vigorous repeat bloomer from spring to fall, the  

flowers are excellent for cutting. It has dark green foliage throughout 

the season that creates the perfect backdrop for these stunning 

blooms.   
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Easy To Please Rose #10 $150      

Mat Ht:8 ft Sp: 5 ft/ Zone 5/Full Sun  

Easy to Please™ is the new hot pink addition to the Easy-to-Love®  

Roses, naturally disease resistant, vigorous and floriferous. Fuchsia 

pink with a lighter underside, this flowering powerhouse boasts 

repeat clusters of spiraled, 20-30 petaled blooms from spring to 

frost.  
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Life Of The Party Rose Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  
This lovely lady is ready to get the party started in your garden. Her 

blooms have a powerful fragrance of fruit and citrus. The scent  

draws people in to take a closer look at her old-fashioned blooms of 

soft yellow that finish with a kiss of pink on the petal edges. And in  

this beautiful tree form they wont even have to bend over! Plus, she 

has a well-be-haved habit and vigorous, dark green, glossy leaves  

that give her plenty of energy to generate a nearly endless supply of 

blooms. An impressive rose that everyone is sure to want at their 

party. This entertainer thrives in hot, dry climates and has good 

disease resistance. 55-65 petals, 3-3.5" blooms.   
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Julia Child Rose Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 4/Full sun  

Just before the wonderful Julia Child left us, she selected this 

exceptional rose to bear her name. Julia loved the even, butter-gold 

color of the full petals (over 35 per flower head!) and the spiced 

licorice candy fragrance. Like we do, Julia adored the old-fashioned 

blooms, their perfectly rounded habit, their dark green, glossy, leaves, 

and their superb disease resistance. Now in tree form!  
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Lavender Chiffon Hibiscus Tree #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  

Stunning Lavender petals are accented by deeper rose veins and 

extra, swirled inner petals! Luscious colored and tropical looking, 

large Hibiscus blooms appear July to September.  An award-

winning hibiscus in a rare tree form.  
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Forest Pansy Redbud Tree #10 $200  

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 12ft/Zone 6/Full Sun  

You'll be thrilled to begin your growing season with a blast of electric 

red purple flowers. The flower display can last for weeks long for 

you to enjoy. Think of it! Weeks of blooms to end the dreary winter 

season. The shiny red-purple color of the new foliage darkens to an 

incredible maroon. As the season progresses, the dark,  

leathery, purple leaves will pick up a slight green overcast, yet still 

hold on to the overall purple color. The heart-shaped leaves  

introduce the next dramatic foliage color display in fall. Autumn  

arrives with the same intensity as spring as your Redbud's leaves 

transform to a profusion of reds, purples, and yellows.  
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Lavender Twist"Covey"Redbud Tree #10 $200 

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 6ft/Zone 6/Full Sun  

Lavender Twist redbud is a dwarf variety, that is slow growing. Its 

unique attributes include the pendulous, weeping habit and 

contorted trunk and branches. Like the common eastern redbud,  

Lavender Twist redbud trees bear small, pea-like pink-purple 

flowers in early spring, before the tree leaf’s out. These flowers form 

all along the trees cascading, twisted branches and its trunk. The 

blooms last about three to four weeks. Once the blooms fade, the  

plant produces bright green heart-shaped foliage. This foliage turns 

yellow in autumn and drops earlier than most trees. Because  

Lavender Twist goes dormant earlier than other varieties, it is 

considered more cold hardy.   
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Pink Heart Breaker Redbud Tree #10 $200 

Mat Ht: 14ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 6/Full Sun  

It will be hard to resist this newest weeping form of Eastern Redbud 

not just because of its brilliant spring bloom but because of its  

improved branching habit. Pink Heartbreaker' rambles, tumbles and 

meanders a bit more with its branching giving you a far less formal  

specimen than covey. The bloom, like all Cercis, is fantastic with 

hoardes of small, lavender-pink buds that are held tightly to  

branches opening in late April before the foliage emerges. Its a 

unique look that lasts until mid-May when its rounded foliage 

emerges red before maturing to deep green.    
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Vulcan Magnolia #10 $150           

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp:5ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  

Vulcan is an awesome Magnolia hybrid! Raised in New Zealand by  

Felix Jury in 1990. Vulcan is a result of crossing successful Lanarth  

Magnolia and magnolia liliiflora. Thanks to the first parent it has 

large, stunning rich rose flowers that are deeper red on the outside 

and a grade paler on the inside. Its second parent gave it narrower 

petals and buds as well as later flowering which helps the flowers 

escape late spring frosts. They have a lovely fragrance! The unique 

deciduous leaves are fresh lush green, ovate to obovate and densely 

cover the whole plant when in leaf.  
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Royal Star Magnolia #10 $150            

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp:5ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

An early bloomer with large, fragrant, white, double flowers 

appearing before the foliage emerges in spring. A springtime thriller 

will that add a nice touch to the landscape as the seasons progress.  

Useful as an open-branched, multi-trunked large shrub or as a small 

specimen tree. Excellent cold and heat tolerance for a magnolia.   
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Black Tulip Magnolia #10 $200   

Mat Ht: 5ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  

This is the darkest, most dramatic tulip magnolia of any on the 

market, with rich, deep burgundy-red six-inch-wide blooms that 

appear before the foliage emerges in early spring. The small, slender, 

multi-branched form is outstanding for use as an elegant specimen 

tree, en mass to form a hedge, or as a container plant.  
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Ashei Magnolia #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 30ft Sp: 20ft/Zone 6/Full sun  
This spreading deciduous shrub or small tree has large, light-green 

glossy leaves to 2 feet long. It flowers in early summer with jasmine- 

and citrus-scented blossoms in white with maroon markings at the 

base. Each flower is up to 10 inches across. Native of North America.  
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Sunsation Magnolia #10 $150     

Mat Ht 20ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  

Attention cold climate gardeners: This yellow Magnolia from August  

Kerr (hybrid of M. 'Woodsman' and 'Elizabeth') blooms the very end 

of April into mid-May, so there is less danger from being frostbitten.  

Lovely 6-7" lemon yellow blossoms flushed with pink are seductive.  
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Cameo Magnolia #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  

This is what you’ve been looking forward to all year long. The sensational 

flowers of Magnolia soulangeana ‘Cameo’! This new  

Magnolia was selected for its unique flowers. The deep, dark pink 

colour of the outer petals fade beautifully into the snow-white inside 

of the flower. And have you noticed that ‘Cameo’s’ flowers are shaped 

like tulips? ‘Cameo’ also stands out for its prolific flowering.   
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Butterflies Magnolia #10 $150    

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp:6ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

The Butterflies Magnolia is the very best of the rare yellow-flowering 

magnolias, with the richest yellow color, and the largest flowers,  

with many petals. The blooms sit like tulips on the bare branches in  

late winter and early spring, making a striking picture of beauty.  
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Seiboldii Colossus Oyama Magnolia #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

Incredible 5-6" fragrant flowers with 10-17 heavily textured petals 

profusely decorate this large-shrub/small-tree in early summer; don’t 

miss this gorgeous polyploid. Best viewed from underneath, the cup-

shaped fragrant pendulous white flowers with crimson stamens of 

Magnolia sieboldii ‘Colossus’ last into early summer. Strong growing 

plant .  
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Arbuscula Willow Tree #10 $150               

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp:4ft/Zone 3/Full Sun-Pt Shade  

Strong and robust this variety of willow will thrive in a pot on the 

patio or the balcony or in a sunny or shady bed in your garden that 

enjoys moist alkaline soils. Attractive and upright catkins appear in 

large numbers in May and June amid glossy leaves. This looks lovely 

with the dark-reddish brown stems that tend to grow more  

horizontally than vertically. In autumn the leaves turn a creamy  

buttery yellow. Whats more, it's dense and spreading habit makes it 

ideal for wildlife; with birds and mammals taking advantage of the 

shelter it provides.  
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Nishiki Willow Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 3ft/Zone 3/Full Sun-Pt Shade  
The stunning 'Shrimp Willow, or Salix integra 'Hakuro-nishiki'  to 

give it it's correct botanical name, produces a stunning spring and  

summer ritual, bursting forth from bare branches, often with catkins 

on, into a mass of amazing creamy pink variegated and tipped new 

shoots, set against white mottled and marbled leaves, keeping that  

lovely contrast all summer. It is really hardy and easy to grow, simply 

hack it back to shape in late autumn, it is great in large pots as a 

feature plant. It's not fussy at all for soil conditions, but do not let it 

dry out.  
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Villa Taranto Japanese Maple #10 $150   

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt Shade  

If friendly aliens sent us a tree to treasure, the Villa Taranto Japanese  

Maple would be the one. You may think you know what Japanese 

maples look like, but this one is something very special indeed. The 

leaves are much larger than normal and very deeply divided and  

narrow. They are held out from the branches on long leaf stalks and 

each leaf arches over like a strange hand. In some ways the leaves  

are more like the leaves of a bamboo plant. The tree itself is upright,  

with groups of branches spaced out along the trunk, making it a very  

striking addition to any garden   Each spring the emerging leaves will  

glow in red and purple. During summer they will be greener, with 

red overtones, and each fall the tree will glow in all the possible 

shades of gold and orange. A bit of afternoon shade protection is 

ideal.  
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Cristata Japanese Cedar #10 $200     

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 6/Full Sun-Pt Shade  

This is one of the weirdest evergreen conifers you can grow. It has an 

attractive columnar form with a full habit. The eye-catching trait is  

the odd, congested growth of bright green foliage on the tips of many 

of its branches. These unusual growths are reminiscent of a cluster 

of cockscombs all glued together! Use it as a specimen, with lots of 

space around it, and visitors are sure to comment. It looks best with 

smaller, less eye-catching at its base.  
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Chinese Fringe Tree #10 $150         

Mat Ht:15ft Sp: 10 ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

It is hard to think of a more beautiful, small, 15-foot-tall tree than  

Chinese Fringe tree when it is in full bloom. The pure white, fragrant 

flowers, emerging just as the dogwood flowers fade, hang in four inch-

long, spectacular terminal panicles which appear to cover the tree with 

snowy white cotton for two to three weeks. Flowers  

emerge at the terminal end of the spring shoot growth flush. This 

differs from the native Fringe tree which flowers before leaves  

emerge. As with other white-flowered trees, Chinese Fringe tree 

looks best when viewed against a dark background.   
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Pink Perfume Bloomrng Lilac Tree #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 3/Full Sun  

When we say this lilac is a two-timer, we mean it in the nicest 

possible way! Enjoy classic lilac fragrance for months instead of  

weeks! A revolutionary new kind of lilac, Bloomerang blooms in 

spring and then again throughout the summer. It does go through a 

rest period in the heat of the summer, then flowers. While traditional 

lilac varieties bloom for a few short weeks in spring, Bloomerang's  

fragrant flowers continue until frost! Now in this beautiful tree form 

bringing the fragrant flowers to eye and nose level.  
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Dark Purp. Bloomrng Lilac Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 3/Full sun  
Enjoy classic Lilac fragrance for months instead of weeks, on a 

beautiful dwarf tree form! This beauty blooms in spring, then  

reblooms from mid-summer through fall. New Dark Purple is bigger 

than the original Bloomerang and has larger, more rounded 

inflorescenses. This vigorous grower will add beauty and fragrance 

to gardens from spring to fall.  
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King Edward Red Flw. Current Tree #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 6/Full sun-Pt Shade  
Pendulous clusters of vivid, crimson flowers make this the most 

richly colored variety of flowering currant. The red flowers attract 

hordes of hummingbirds and butterflies in spring. Blue black berries 

are a favorite of birds. A more compact grower than most.  
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Beatrix Farrand Forsythia Tree #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  

The Beatrix Farrand Forsythia announces the arrival of spring with a 

profusion of 2-inch vibrant, yellow flowers that coat each and every 

branch of this upright, yet slightly cascading tree. Few other trees  

have this many blooms. From a distance you would think the flowers 

are foliage as they literally take over the entire plant! The Beatrix  

Farrand flowers in late winter to early spring even before its dark 

green leaves appear. As the flowers come to an end the shape of this 

shrub and the dense, deep green foliage hold your interest.  
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Weeping Golden Chain Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 12ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  
Weeping Golden Chain Tree (a.k.a. Weeping Laburnum) will steal the 

show in your late spring garden. Like Rapunzel casting down her 

golden locks, this strongly weeping ornamental tree unfurls long  

strands of sunny yellow flowers that sweep the ground. The fragrant 

flowers are a pollinator's paradise, and honeybees will buzz happily 

among the blossoms. Hummingbirds—just back from their winter 

vacation in the tropics—love to visit Laburnum flowers, too.   
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Snow Fountains Weeping Cherry #10 $200 

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 4/Full sun  

Snow Fountains® Weeping Cherry Tree is an outstanding accent 

tree that will become a showpiece in your landscape. This tidy, 

compact ornamental features a classic weeping form - it's the perfect 

specimen plant. Now, don't let it's great looks fool you. This is  

actually, an easy to care for tree that requires little maintenance  

when planted in full sun. It's easy to grow! Early in spring, you'll be 

thrilled to experience the stunning display of pure white blossoms  

that flower before the leaves appear. This stunning display of white  

cherry blossoms liberally covers every arching branch. The whole 

tree looks frosted with beautiful blooms When in bloom, Snow  

Fountains attracts hummingbirds and butterflies. It will also attract 

your neighbors, too! The crisp, clean green leaves stay dark green all 

summer long. And get ready for fall when the leaves develop a 

spectacular fall display of orange and red.   
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Subhirtella Double Flowering Cherry #10 $200 

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 10ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
This spectacular, fast-growing, flowering cherry tree is a landscape 

stand-out with seasonal interest. The tree is famous for its ability to 

produce lovely double pink flowers in spring and again in a warm  

fall. In addition to the sporadic fall bloom, the foliage turns bronze, 

yellow, gold, or deep-red tinged to contribute to the beauty of the 

season. And attractive bark adds winter interest.  
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Eddies White Wonder Dogwood #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt Shade  

Eddie's White Wonder dogwood was developed in the1950s by a  

nurseryman in Vancouver as a hybrid between two native species,  

the Pacific Northwest dogwood and the common flowering dogwood. 

Eddie's White Wonder Flowering Dogwood is smothered in stunning 

clusters of white flowers with white bracts held atop the branches in 

late spring. It has attractive dark green foliage throughout the  

season. The pointy leaves are highly ornamental and turn an  

outstanding red in the fall. It features an abundance of magnificent  

crimson berries from early to mid-fall. The peeling gray bark and red 

branches are extremely showy and add significant winter interest.    
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Summer Fun Dogwood #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt Shade  
Variegated foliage emerges with a stunning pink-white margin.  

Matures to a grey green foliage with bright white slightly wavy 

edges. Late spring brings large star shaped white flowers. Fall brings a 

change of color to red orange with pink margins and red berries. 

Multi season interest! Excellent as a specimen plant.   
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Contorted Corkscrew Willow Tree #10 $150 

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp:10ft/Zone 4/Full sun-Pt Shade  

Fast-growing and full of grace, the Corkscrew Willow will make an 

eclectic addition to your garden or landscape that will set it apart 

from all others. As its name implies, the Corkscrew's interesting  

branch system twists horizontally and forks vertically, giving it a 

distinctive look that redefines one-of-a-kind looks in your landscape.  
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Twisty Baby Black Locust #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: 8ft/Zone4/Full sun  
A dwarf locust, Twisty Baby features fantastical twisted branches 

with white spring flowers and gorgeous yellow fall foliage.   
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Ornamental Almond Tree #7 $130  

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp:5ft/Zone 3/Full sun  
Pink Frosting Ornamental Almond in tree form produces an 

explosion of showy, semi double pink flowers that completely covers  

the branches in early spring. The flower buds are ultra-cold hardy.  
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'Tit' Dwarf Ginkgo Biloba Tree #10 $150   

Mat Ht:10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 3/Full Sun-Pt shade  

Ginkgo biloba (a living fossil and one of the oldest living species of 

trees) 'Tit' is a lovely little multi-stemmed dwarf tree. It grows only 

to a height of 10 feet with full sun and moderate moisture conditions.  

It has an irregular, dense, and a more delicate branch structure than 

most Ginkgoes and makes a very pretty small accent or focal point  

tree. Very nice for a small space or garden. It has the typical beautiful 

fan shaped green leaves in summer followed by the Ginkgo's typical  

outstanding golden yellow fall color. This is a male clone and will not 

produce the distinctive strong-smelling fruit in the fall. It is resistant 

to deer and is one of the most pollution-tolerant trees. Although this  

cultivar appears to get a little taller, it is thought to be very similar, or 

even the same as, Ginkgo biloba 'Chi-Chi', sometimes listed as 'Tschi 

Tschi'.  
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Weeping Ginkgo Biloba Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
At first, this cultivar has branches that spread almost horizontally.  

Later, they hang down. This produces a broad weeping shape.  

'Pendula' is often confused with the cultivar 'Horizontalis', the 

branches of which grow in a more horizontal pattern, especially at a 

mature age. The tree grows slowly, rendering it suitable for small 

gardens, as well. The fan-shaped leaves grow in bundles of 3 - 5 

together and have an incised top. Goes a beautiful golden colour in  

fall.  
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Gold Rush Sequoia Tree#10 $150  

Mat Ht:50+ft Sp:15ft/Zone 4/Full sun-Ptshade  
This fast-growing, pyramidal conifer has soft fern-like gold foliage 

that tends to not burn in full sun. In spring, the needles emerge  

nearly chartreuse-yellow, hold their color well into summer, then 

turn orange brown in fall before dropping. Deeply fissured bark 

provides winter interest. Makes a fine hardy specimen tree. 

Deciduous.  
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Miss Grace Weeping Sequoia #10 $150   

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp:5ft/Zone 4/Full sun-Pt shade  

Miss Grace is the first dawn redwood with pendulous branches. This 

truly outstanding introduction has gracefully weeping branches with 

delicate, soft, gray-green foliage and a beautiful sculptural form. If  

staked, it can be rather tall and narrow. Left unstaked, it will form a 

billowing, low pyramid. Very tolerant of moist soils. The deciduous 

foliage goes rich orange in fall before dropping to show off beautiful 

peeling bark for winter.  
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Gold Cone Juniper #10 $150            

Mat Ht: 5ft Sp: 2ft/Zone 4/Full sun  
A striking evergreen, 'Gold Cone' juniper has an upright, narrow 

habit and golden new growth, which it holds through the season. It 

fades to bluish green in winter.  
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Satomi Dogwood Tree #10 $150                   

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  

Satomi Kousa Dogwood is a head-turning specimen tree that will 

work hard to prove it deserves that prime planting location you give 

it by a busy sidewalk or near your front entrance or back patio. In 

late spring, the starry, strawberry-milkshake-pink flowers hold  

court. In summer, the lush green foliage takes over and the funny  

Cap’n-Crunchberry-like fruits form (they’re edible and have a 

tropical fruit flavor). Cool weather brings spectacular purple and  

raspberry-red foliage to your landscape, and in winter, it’s all about 

the marvelous jigsaw-puzzle bark. To top it all off, being a Japanese  

Kousa Dogwood, Satomi is pretty much immune to the pests and 

diseases that can trouble other Dogwood trees!  
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Scarlet Fire Dogwood Tree #10 $150           

Mat Ht:20ft Sp:10ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  

This newly developed kousa dogwood cultivar is a real springtime 

standout. The Scarlet Fire dogwood burst onto the landscaping scene in 

2016 with blossoms in a dark fuchsia shade yet to be achieved by other 

cultivars. The vibrant color has been drawing in homeowners and 

landscaper alike, with the added appeal of being low maintenance as 

well as drought tolerant. The Scarlet Fire dogwood is a rare find indeed.  
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The Dove Tree #20 $400  

Mat Ht:30ftSp:10ft/Zone 5b/Full sun-Pt shade  
Truly intriguing and beautiful! On mature trees, large showy white 

bracts surrounding small, red-anthered flowers flutter like birds in 

the slightest breeze, appearing from a distance like doves sitting 

among the branches. Broad leaves take on fall color varying from 

warm pastels to warmer orange and red tones.   
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Musa Basjoo Hardy Banana #5 $80               

Mat Ht: 15ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  

This Musa basjoo - Japanese hardy banana - has striking foliage - 

displaying large bright green leaves that arch upwards from a main 

stem. A fantastic architectural banana plant will create a great  

impact in any garden! It will bring a tropical atmosphere to your 

garden. It is a perennial so the top will die down in winter, cut back 

stock to 2 ft and cover with mulch. The 'Japanese Hardy Banana' is 

also brilliant if planted into a large pot and will create a real tropical 

feel to your garden.  
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Plum Magic Crape Myrtle #5 $50   

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 6/Full sun  

Plum Magic is a semi-dwarf form of crapemyrtle, blooming in early 

summer with fuchsia-pink flowers. It forms a rounded shrub, with a 

dense, full shape. The foliage emerges plum purple in color and 

eventually matures to rich dark green, nicely setting off the bright  

flowers. It will bloom again in late summer if the first flush of flowers 

are deadheaded. It has excellent resistance to leaf spot and powdery 

mildew and is perfect to add a shot of summer color in a foundation 

planting or as an informal hedge.  
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Bali Hibiscus #10 $150                 

Mat Ht:8ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

Semi-double pure white flowers are highlighted with a bold purple 

red center. Blooms July-September with 3-4" diameter flowers. The 

intermediate size is good for smaller spaces and the summer blooms 

are a welcome sight when color is in short supply.  
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Lavender Chiffon Hibiscus #5 $50              

Mat Ht:8ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  

Large, single lavender flowers are adorned with a lacy center to 

create an anemone-like bloom. Beautiful for use in a mixed  

container, or incorporated into a mixed border.  A mass planting will 

create an easy-to-grow privacy screen with lots of summer color.  

Like all of the Chiffon® series, it has soft, graceful stems and a useful 

rounded habit.  
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Blue Chiffon Hibiscus #5 $50  

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  
The Chiffon® series just got more exciting with the addition of this blue-

flowered selection. It has the same vigorous growth and lacy  

blooms, but with large, single blue flowers. Each is adorned with a  

lacy center to create an anemone-like bloom. Bold yet delicate, Blue  

Chiffon® is a star in the garden from late summer to fall. The 

distinctive flower color complements many popular late summer 

perennials.  
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Purple Pillar Hibiscus #5 $50      

Mat Ht: 5ft Sp: 3ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

Purple Pillar® is a totally unique hibiscus, it naturally grows as a 

narrow column instead of a wide, spreading plant. Screens, hedges, 

patio containers or an amazing specimen! Anywhere you need a little 

privacy and/or color in a narrow space, this plant is a great choice. In 

summer, each stem is packed along its entire length with purple 

blooms.   
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Primrose Lilac #5 $50  

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp:5ft/Zone 2/Full sun-Pt shade  
 This is a rare buttery-yellow Lilac that is much sought after but 

seldom found. The color actually deepens & grows more intense with 

age. ‘Primrose’ is beloved in Europe but hard to find here in the  

States. Exceptionally fragrant blooms are superb for cutting and the 

perfume will fill your whole house! This unique cultivar bears 

blossoms in mid-season.  
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(NEW 2020)Scentara Dbl Blue Lilac #1 $20 

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 2/Full sun  
There are about 15 different species of lilacs found in nature, and  

Syringa hyacinthiflora is the queen of them all when it comes to 

fragrance. And that's what makes Scentara® Double Blue the most  

fragrant Proven Winners lilac yet! The cool purple blooms take on a  

blue tone in the spring sunshine, each one full of petals for a delicate 

seashell-like effect. This very heavy bloomer exhibits excellent 

disease resistant and a handsome, appealing shape that will look 

right at home in your landscape.   
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Variegated Lacecap Hydrangea #5 $50   

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Part shade  

Spectacular lacecap flower heads. Blossoms tend to be blue when 

planted in acidic soils, and pinker in more alkaline soils. Large green 

leaves with creamy-white edges. Excellent choice for the shrub border 

or as a garden accent.   
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Everlasting Revolution Hydrangea #2 $40 

Mat Ht: 4ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 5/Part shade  

The Everlasting™ Revolution Hydrangea is a magical display of 

colorful blooms on sturdy upright stems. Blooming on old and new 

wood, this shrub is heavy with blooms from spring to early fall. 

Exquisite long-lasting flowers contain a magical color combination of 

pink and blue with green hues as they age. Makes an amazing cut 

flower to fill your house with summer color.  
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Tuff Stuff Red Mountain Hydrangea #2 $40 

Mat Ht: 3ft Sp: 3ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  
The Tuff Stuff Red Hydrangea by Proven Winners® is a new addition 

in the Tuff Stuff mountain hydrangea collection. This prolific  

bloomer is very reliable to produce beautiful red or pink flowers 

every year! These do better than other mophead hydrangeas in  

colder climates like zones 5 and 6. The dark leaves create a perfect  

foliage backdrop to the abundant bright colored flowers. The blooms 

are similar to lacecap flowers, with larger florets surrounded by 

larger petals. This plant is native to Japan and used to cold mountain 

climates.  
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Everlasting Amethyst Hydrangea #2 $40  

Mat Ht: 3ft Sp: 3ft/Zone 5/Full sun-Pt shade  
From gift to garden! This fantastic new Mophead, originally bred for 

its strong-stemmed cut flowers, has the long-lasting, bold blooms of 

florist bouquets plus the hardiness of a garden plant. Huge pink or 

lilac (depending on soil pH) blossoms age to lime green. Blooms on 

old wood. 'Hokomathyst' PP 22,261  
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Czechmark Trilogy Weigela #5 $50             

Mat Ht:4ft Sp: 4ft/Zone 4/Full sun-Pt shade  

Czechmark® weigela are a new series that showcases just how much 

flower power this old-fashioned favorite is capable of. Selected  

especially for their pure, true colors and bountiful bloom set, these  

easy-care weigela will rake in the compliments. Czechmark Trilogy®  

is an absolute dazzler that blooms in late spring with three colors at 

once - enjoy white, pink, and red flowers all on one plant! There 

aren't many other spring flowering shrubs that offer you so much 

color for so little effort.   
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Golden Jackpot Weigela #1 $20                  

Mat Ht: 4ft Sp 4ft/Zone 4/Full sun-Pt shade  

Perhaps the brightest weigela yet, this exciting new shrub shines 

with brilliant golden leaves that hold their color all season long,  

undaunted by summer sun. Prolific crimson buds open to deep pink 

blooms and last for nearly a month.   
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Asian Wonder Bamboo #10 $150      

Mat Ht:10 ft Sp:4ft/Zone5/          

Full Sun-Pt shade              
a form of Clumping Umbrella Bamboo Plant with narrow leaves  

remain green throughout the year, and a vertical upright habit, with 

the added bonus of the most amazing bright red cane coloration. A  

great bamboo to use in groups or as a solitary specimen. Very easy to 

grow and maintain - non-invasive. Perfect for planters or as feature 

plants in the garden. Asian Wonder is a highly ornamental garden 

bamboo.  
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 Blue Holly Prince/Princess Combo #20 $180 

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 4/Full sun-Pt shade  

A new cold hardy evergreen holly! Every Princess needs her Prince, 

especially if you are a holly bush which needs a male pollinator to 

produce berries. Rather than having to buy two plants, we have 

combined the Prince and Princess together in one pot, to grow as a 

single bush. It has the same evergreen, glossy leaves, with spiny  

edges, plus the same bunches of bright red berries as other holly  

bushes do. Beautiful blue green hued foliage and abundant berry 

production for all your Christmas crafting or just as a beautiful 

winter interest specimen!  
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Ascott Rainbow Spurge #1 $25  

Mat Ht: 2ft Sp: 2ft/Zone 5b/Full sun  
Ascot rainbow is a semi-woody perennial spurge found as a natural 

mutation of an old unnamed hybrid by David Glenn from Australia in  

2005. This variety has beautiful, evergreen foliage boasting with rich 

banana yellow variegation at leaf margins around grey green  

centers. In autumn and winter older leaves and yellow parts gain  

pink shades, and top rosettes turn burgundy red. Stems are red all 

season long, and at their tops are borne large panicles of small, 

yellow and green flowers with red centers in summer.  
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Summer Glow Tamarix #2 $40    

Mat Ht:12ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 2/Full sun  

The Summer Glow Tamarisk, Tamarix ramosissima 'Summer Glow',  

(Formerly called T. pentandra 'Summer Glow'), displays fuzzy, hot 

pink flower spikes which rise above the foliage from early to late  

summer above lacy silvery blue wispy foliage. A fast growing open  

shrub, the Summer Glow Tamarisk is very tolerant of dry, alkaline, or 

salty soils and grows well in sun or shade. With its delicate silvery 

foliage and airy pink flowers all summer, Summer Glow Tamarisk 

can be an outstanding accent in your landscape!   
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Specialty Evergreens $100-$500 #5-#15  
We have a huge selection of spiral, pom pom, poodle, top grafted, low 

grafted, bonsai, topiary and unique and rare evergreen specimens. 

Contact us for pricing and availability!  
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Eta Hazelnut Tree (Filbert) #10 $150   

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

The Eta Hazelnut Tree is a compact and attractive nut tree ideal for 

your yard and landscape. Eta, actively growing virtually all year, 

feature striking, long, yellow, male catkins that form in late fall and 

delicious and nutritious nuts that are ready to harvest in September.  

We love roasting filberts as a topping for ice cream, in cereal, and for 

baking. One of the newest, disease-resistant introductions from  

Oregon State University, Eta Hazelnut Tree produces abundant crops 

of tasty, medium-size nuts. Plant with Theta for cross-pollination.  
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Theta Hazelnut Tree (Filbert) #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 10ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
When the experts at Oregon State University set out to engineer the 

perfect Hazelnut tree, the result was the Theta Filbert. Conveniently  

sized for ease of harvesting, resistant to Filbert Blight and tolerant of  

harsh conditions, the Theta seems to have it all. Covering the tree are 

thick, green cabbage-like leaves. Aside from the numerous qualities 

of the tree itself, the hazelnuts are some of the best we've seen. 

Gorgeous, glistening, copper-colored hazelnuts abound.  
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Carpathian English Walnut Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 40ft Sp: 20ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
Walnut Taste the Carpathian way. When it comes to walnut flavor, 

the Carpathian is king. An English-type walnut, the taste is full- 

flavored with a hint of butterscotch and sweetness that is unrivaled 

by any other variety. The thin husk encasing the fruit is easy to  

remove. A hearty tree, Carpathians are known to be strong  

producers that can tolerate harsh northern climates. Use  

Carpathians to enhance your homemade brownies or top salads with 

crushed walnuts from your very own tree. Self-pollinating but will 

produce better with two trees.  
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Chicago Hardy Fig Tree #10 $150  

Mat Ht: 30ft Sp: 8ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
Neither summer’s heat nor winters sleet impairs the harvest of 

perfect figs! We are told we have to give a little to get a little. That's  

why florist roses last long in the vase - but have no scent. So you 

would expect that a tropical fig tree bred to brave the harshest  

winters of Chicago - surely the fruit must be lacking a bit of... 

something. Sometimes it is great to be wrong! The Chicago Hardy Fig 

is one of the finest fruiting fig trees known. Large, extended yields of 

rich, dark purple fruit are sweet and juicy and taste of sunshine.  

Excellent for eating raw, straight from the tree yet holding its shape 

for antipasto dishes like prosciutto wrapped figs and goat cheese  

(yum!). The tree itself is a lush beauty of large, three-lobed leaves 

that forms a handsome screen in the garden.    
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Halls Hardy Almond Tree #10 $150   

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 10ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

Pretty and productive. Large, hard-shell nuts give way to bittersweet 

kernels. This attractive tree yields large crops of crunchy almonds in 

fall, and its lovely pink flowers make it a landscape standout in spring.  
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Sweet Chestnut Tree #10 $150   

Mat Ht: 50ft Sp:20ft/Zone 5b/Full sun  

 Although the sweet chestnut is confused with the horse chestnut, it 

is related to oak and beech. Everything about the sweet chestnut is 

more beautiful than the horse chestnut: the edible (versus toxic)  

fruit, the tightly packed coat of spines, the elegant glossy, serrated 

leaves, and the swirling, deeply fissured bark.  
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Cold Hardy Combo Apple #10 $170  

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 12ft/Zone 3/Full sun  

4 different cold hardy apples on one self pollinating tree! Harcourt  

(med. red- eating juice, baking) September ruby (large red sweet- 

eating, juice, storing) , Battleford (med, yellow green - cooking, 

eating) and Norland (med. Green red - eating, baking)   
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#1 Combo Apple Tree #10 $170   

Mat Ht:20ft Sp: 10ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

Combination of four of the following apples on one self pollinating 

tree! Spartan, Honeycrisp, Chehalis, Akane, Liberty.  
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#2 Combo Apple Tree #10 $170       

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 10ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
Combination of four of the following apples on one self pollinating 

tree! Gala, Honeycrisp, Braeburn, Red Macintosh, Fuji.  
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3 Tier Espalier Combo Apple #10 $200  

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 12ft/Zone 5/Full Sun  
Espalier comes from the Italian word that means "something to rest 

the shoulder against." It's an appropriate term because all forms of  

espalier — cordon, fan, Belgium fence, candelabra — are all similar 

in that the trees are grown in a flat, two-dimensional plane, often 

against a wall or structure. This espalier apple contains Spartan, 

Honeycrisp and Gala all on this one compact tree!  
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Cold Hardy Combo Pear Tree #10 $170 

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 10ft/Zone 3/Full sun  
Golden Spice, Early Gold and Ure Pears all on this one self pollinating 

tree. Will withstand the harshest of winter climates!  
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European Combo Pear Tree #10 $170 

Mat Ht: 20ft Sp: 10ft/Zone 5/Full sun  

A European combination pear tree with 4 of the following varieties 

on one fully self-pollinating tree! Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, Red 

Bartlett, Rescue, Anjou, Bosc.  
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3 Tier Espalier Combo Pear Tree #10 $200  

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp:12ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
Espalier comes from the Italian word that means "something to rest 

the shoulder against." It's an appropriate term because all forms of  

espalier — cordon, fan, Belgium fence, candelabra — are all similar 

in that the trees are grown in a flat, two-dimensional plane, often 

against a wall or structure. This espalier pear tree contains Bartlett, 

Bosc and Red Clapps all on this one compact self-pollinating tree!  
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3 Tier Espalier Oriental Combo Pear #10 $200  

Mat Ht: 6ft Sp: 12ft/Zone 5/Full sun  
Espalier comes from the Italian word that means "something to rest 

the shoulder against." It's an appropriate term because all forms of  

espalier — cordon, fan, Belgium fence, candelabra — are all similar 

in that the trees are grown in a flat, two-dimensional plane, often 

against a wall or structure. This espalier oriental pear tree contains 

Chojuro, Shinseiki and Nijiseiki all on this one compact self-

pollinating tree!  
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Romance Series Combo Cherry #7 $150  

Mat Ht: 8ft Sp: 5ft/Zone 3/Full sun  
A combination of the romance series cherries on one self pollinating 

tree. Juliet, romeo, sk carmine, crimson passion. Very cold hardy. 

Good for fresh eating, preserves etc. 
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Also available; 

Pink Lemonade Blueberry 

Royalty Purple Raspberry 

Coronation Grape 

Red Zeplin Goji 

Yezberry Haskap 

Hardy Kiwi 

Orange Energy Seaberry 

Babycakes Blackberry 

Honeywood Saskatoon Berry 

Cox Orange Apple  

Moon Glow Pear 

Rainier Cherry 

Black Amber Plum 

Flavour Top Nectarine 

Glohaven Peach 

Puget Gold Apricot  

And many more amazing Edibles.  

  


